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Abstract
Micropillar adhesives have gained increasing attention because they generate high pull-off forces. The generation of high 
friction, however, has been proven difficult with such geometries, because micropillars tend to buckle under shear loading. 
Here, we fabricated orthogonal arrays of composite poly-dimethoxysiloxane (PDMS) micropillars with a stiff core and spin-
coated them with PDMS solutions to form a soft coating, as well as bridges between neighboring micropillars. We used 10 
wt% and 5 wt% PDMS solution to obtain thick or thin bridges, respectively. The micropillars had an average height of about 
60 µm and a diameter of 40 µm. Adhesion and friction measurements were performed with three types of adhesives (i.e., 
without bridges and with either thin or thick bridges) as well as unpatterned samples as reference, on stiff glass substrates 
and on deformable PDMS substrates. We found that, on PDMS substrates, bridging resulted in increased friction, compared 
to non-bridged micropillars. Friction increased with increasing bridge thickness, presumably due to buckling prevention. 
The adhesives were also subjected to 99 repeating friction cycles to test the effect of micropillar bridging on the durability 
of the adhesives. The results showed that adhesives with thick micropillar bridges preserved their friction performance over 
the cycles, whereas adhesives with no bridges or thin bridges exhibited a gradual decay of friction.
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1 Introduction

Pressure-sensitive adhesives can be detached and reat-
tached only a limited number of times because they tend 
to be gradually fouled with dust and other particles. Over 
the last years, gecko-inspired adhesives have been being 
developed as an attractive alternative of pressure-sensitive 
adhesives that can detach and reattach multiple times with-
out deterioration of their adhesive performance. Opposite to 
pressure-sensitive adhesives that employ some type of glue, 
gecko adhesion is ‘dry’, relying on Van der Waals forces [1]. 

Specifically, gecko adhesion relies on the fine-structure on 
the gecko toepads, which consists of arrays of microscale 
fibrils, each of which branches into nanoscale spatulas [1, 
2]. This fibrillary structure makes the gecko toepads soft and 
deformable at various scales [3], resulting in the formation 
of a large contact area [4, 5]. Additionally, as the formed 
contact is split up into multiple fibrils, when an individual 
fibril detaches, the load is redistributed over the remaining 
attached fibrils, inhibiting the growth of defects [6]. Impor-
tantly, when attached to a tilted or vertical substrate, the 
fibrils are loaded in their stiff tensile direction, preventing 
deformations that could lead to loss of the formed contact 
[3].

Inspired by the gecko toepads, over the last decades, 
researchers have been fabricating artificial adhesives con-
sisting of arrays of microscale high-aspect-ratio cylindri-
cal micropillars. Similar to the gecko, the functionality of 
these man-made adhesives relies on the deformability of 
the micropillars, which facilitates large contact formation, 
and the splitting-up of the formed contact, which inhibits 
the propagation of defects [6]. Detachment of cylindrical 
micropillars in the normal (pull-off) direction is caused by 
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peak stresses developing at the edge of the contact when 
loads are applied, followed by the initiation of a crack that 
propagates from the edge towards the center of the contact 
[7]. The pull-off strength of individual micropillars can be 
increased by topping them with a thin terminal disc, result-
ing in so-called mushroom-shaped micropillars [8]. Pulling 
off mushroom-shaped pillars occurs via a thin-film peeling 
mechanism of the disc, directed from the center to the edge 
of the contact, which leads to higher pull-off forces than 
adhesives with straight micropillars [9].

Under shear loading, due to their high aspect ratio, micro-
pillars tend to buckle, which drastically reduces contact area, 
leading to loss of grip [10, 11]. Moreover, buckling causes 
pillars to attach to one another, which limits the reusability 
of the adhesive [10, 12]. The presence of thin terminal disk, 
as in mushroom-shaped micropillars, cannot prevent this 
buckling and subsequent loss of contact [13]. Higher fric-
tion forces have been reported for adhesives topped with a 
thin terminal film, thanks to the high peeling strength of the 
terminal layer, which results in a crack trapping mechanism 
[14, 15], and adhesion hysteresis of the terminal layer [16]. 
Additionally, it has been hypothesized that internal sliding 
of micropillars underneath the terminal layer contributes to 
friction [16]. Tian et al. found that embedding microparti-
cles in micropillars led to an increase in the stiffness of the 
micropillars, and consequently higher friction when parti-
cles were distributed homogeneously [17]. Another approach 
to increase friction in micropillar adhesives was reported 
by Bae et al. who fabricated composite mushroom-shaped 
micropillars with a stiff core and a soft shell [10]. The soft 
shell and a terminal disc allowed for firm grip, while the stiff 
core prevented irreversible buckling of the micropillars [10]. 
Durability testing of these adhesives showed that the friction 
performance of the reinforced adhesives over 100 of friction 
cycles did not decline, opposite to micropillars without rein-
forcement, the friction of which reduced significantly after 
about 15 cycles of testing [10]. Similarly, Xue et al. fabri-
cated composite soft micropillars reinforced with bundles 
of stiff nanopillars and found that these reinforcements had 
a positive effect on the generated (dynamic) friction [18]. 
Minsky and Turner [19] fabricated and experimentally tested 
single pillars with a hard core and soft shell and reported 
that these composite pillars generated nine times higher 
adhesion and seven times higher friction than homogeneous 
pillars. A different reinforcement method has been proposed 
by Fischer et al. [20] and Gorumlu and Aksak [21], who 
fabricated micropillars with a stiff stem and a soft tip and 
showed that the adhesion of these composites deteriorated 
less with an increasing substrate roughness as compared to 
homogeneous micropillars of the same dimensions.

The studies described above on pull-off and friction forces 
of bio-inspired micropillar adhesives has all been done on 
hard substrates. Limited research has been conducted on 

investigating how to achieve high friction on deformable 
substrates by micropillar adhesives. Friction depends on 
the stiffness of the substrate, with a lower Young’s modulus 
leading to better contact formation [22]. On the other hand, 
mechanical interlocking of patterned adhesives with sub-
strate asperities, a mechanism that increases with increas-
ing substrate stiffness, has been shown to be an important 
contributor to friction [23]. The above studies on hard sub-
strates all indicate that the generation of firm, repetitive grip 
requires anisotropic mechanical properties of adhesives, that 
is, high deformability in the normal direction to maximize 
contact formation, and high stiffness in the loading (either 
shear or pull-off direction) to preserve the formed contact 
when loads are applied. In this paper, we aimed to investi-
gate whether such stiffness anisotropy is also beneficial for 
generating high friction on deformable substrates.

We explored an approach of generating adhesives with 
high deformability in the normal direction and high stiff-
ness in the shearing direction by combining two strategies: 
reinforcement of soft individual micropillars with a hard 
core and incorporation of bridges between neighboring 
micropillars. We measured pull-off and friction stresses 
(i.e., forces divided by the effective contact area) of the rein-
forced adhesives on rigid glass substrates and elastomeric 
poly-dimethoxysiloxane (PDMS) substrates, and compared 
these with the corresponding stresses generated by reference 
micropillar arrays without a soft shell and without inter-
pillar bridges.

2  Experimental

2.1  Fabrication methods

2.1.1  Adhesives

Adhesives with bridged micropillars were fabricated in a 
three-step process: fabrication of a soft mold, fabrication 
of micropillar arrays by soft molding, and bridging of the 
micropillars via a spin coating process.

First, a soft mold was fabricated by replicating a pat-
terned silicon wafer via a double-molding process. Thereto, 
a silanized silicon wafer with 1.0 × 1.0  cm2 orthogonal pat-
terns, consisting of circular pits with a diameter of 40 μm, a 
depth of 55 μm, and a spacing of 10 μm, was casted with a 
degassed mixture of polydimethylsiloxane base and curing 
agent (10:1 ratio; PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) and 
cured at 70 °C for 24 h. The as-formed PDMS micropillar 
array was then treated with oxygen plasma for 3 min and 
silanized with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane 
(Sigma-Aldrich) in an evacuated desiccator for 2 h. Subse-
quently, a degassed mixture of PDMS base and curing agent 
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(10:1 ratio; Young’s modulus: 580 kPa [24]) was poured 
onto the modified PDMS micropillar array and cured at 
70 °C for 24 h to obtain the wafer replica that acted as a 
soft mold.

In the second step, the soft mold was used to fab-
ricate adhesives with micropillars. To facilitate 
demolding, the obtained soft mold was silanized with 
trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (Sigma-
Aldrich) in an evacuated desiccator for 2 h. Afterwards, 
a custom-made aluminum frame with a square hole of 
7.5 × 7.5  mm2 and a depth of 2 mm was placed on the soft 
mold. PDMS mixtures with a 5:1 ratio of base and curing 
agent (Young’s modulus: 1000 kPa [24]) were degassed and 
cured in this frame, resulting in adhesives with micropillars 
with a backing layer thickness of 2 mm, corresponding to the 
depth of the frame. The curing temperature and time were 
70 °C and 24 h, respectively.

In the third step, an elastomeric coating and bridges were 
introduced to the micropillar arrays via a spin coating proce-
dure (Fig. 1). Specifically, PDMS with a 20:1 ratio of base 
and curing agent (Young’s modulus: 280 kPa [24]) was first 
dissolved in 45 °C tert-butyl alcohol (TBA, Sigma-Aldrich) 
to control the concentration of PDMS in the solution. TBA 
was used as a solvent here, because it provides not only a 
good solubility for uncured PDMS, but also negligible swell-
ing for cross-linked PDMS [25], preventing unwanted expan-
sion or deformation of the micropillars. We used 5 wt% and 
10 wt% of uncured PDMS in TBA as polymer solution to 

spin-coat micropillar arrays. A drop of the according poly-
mer solution (~ 80 μL) was spin coated on the micropillars 
at 2000 rpm for 3 min, resulting in coating of the micropil-
lars and formation of microdroplets in between neighboring 
micropillars. Subsequently heating of spin-coated micropil-
lar arrays in the oven at 70 °C for 24 h rendered elastomeric 
bridges between neighboring micropillars. A polymer solu-
tion of 5 wt% PDMS in TBA rendered bridges with small 
thickness (referred henceforth to as B1), and spin-coating 
with 10 wt% PDMS in TBA resulted in bridges with large 
thickness (referred henceforth to as B2).

Adhesives of non-bridged micropillars, referred hence-
forth to as B0, were fabricated using the same method, but 
without the third step of spin coating. Unpatterned adhesives 
(UNP) were fabricated by placing the aluminum frame on 
a silanized glass slide, filling the frame with PDMS, and 
subsequent curing.

The fabricated adhesives were inspected with scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL 6010) and optical micros-
copy (Nikon E400POL). The pillar heights and diameters 
before and after spin coating were determined from SEM 
images, using ImageJ software. Twelve micropillars were 
measured for each sample. The number of bridges that single 
micropillars were connected to was counted in a 15 × 15 pil-
lar area. Three specimens, namely 675 pillars in total, were 
investigated for both B1 and B2.

2.1.2  Substrates

Adhesion and friction were measured on two types of spheri-
cal probes: from glass and from PDMS. The glass probe 
was a UV Fused Silica PlanoConvex Lense with a curva-
ture radius of 46.0 mm and a center thickness of 3.8 mm 
(Thorlabs Inc., Newton, NJ, USA, LA4380) and was used 
to replicate the PDMS probe via a double-molding process. 
In short, the glass probe was placed in a plastic Petri dish 
and casted with uncured and degassed PDMS (10:1 base and 
curing agent mixing ratio). After curing, the formed PDMS 
mold was silanized and filled with uncured PDMS (10:1 
base and curing agent mixing ratio), followed by degassing 
and curing to obtain a spherical PDMS probe.

2.2  Friction and adhesion measurements

2.2.1  Measurement setup

Friction and adhesion measurements were performed by 
placing the adhesive sample on a force platform, with its sur-
face facing upwards. The spherical probe of glass or PDMS 
was brought from above in contact with the adhesive using 
a 2D translation stage PT1/M-Z8 (Thorlabs), controlled 
with KDC101 controllers (Thorlabs), via Kinesis software 
(Thorlabs). The force platform was an adapted version of a 

spin coating spin coating

side view side view

top viewtop view

B1: low bridge thickness B2: high bridge thickness

cB1 cB2

Fig. 1  Schematic of bridge fabrication. Bridges and coatings of dif-
ferent thickness were obtained by using spin coating precursors (yel-
low in the figure) with different concentration  (cB1 and  cB2). Capillary 
action determines the shape and thickness of the bridges and thick-
ness of the coating, and curing fixates the shapes of the bridges
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custom-made force transducer presented in earlier work [26]. 
The force platform was connected to its immobile environ-
ment via flat plate springs. Loading the sample normally 
or laterally resulted in displacements of the force platform, 
which were recorded with two confocal chromatic aber-
ration sensors (CL1 MG210; Stil S.A.S.), controlled with 
Prima controllers (Stil) via the appurtenant CCS Manager 
software (Version 1.5.2.404; Stil). Observed displacements 
of the platform were translated to forces using the effective 
stiffness of the force platform. In an earlier calibration pro-
cedure, the stiffness of the force platform was estimated by 
separately loading it in the lateral and normal direction with 
0, 6, 11, 16, 21, and 26 g, and measuring the displacements 
in both directions as a result of loading. Displacements of 
the platform were recorded at 1000 Hz. Here, we adapted 
the setup by limiting the displacement of the force platform 
from three to two directions: the normal direction and the 
lateral direction of sliding.

2.2.2  Adhesion and friction measurements

When the substrate was brought in contact with the adhe-
sive, the moment of contact formation could accurately be 
determined from measuring minor displacements of the 
force platform. When in contact, the substrate was moved 
downwards 3 µm more, corresponding to a loading force 
of 60–90 mN. In adhesion measurements, this preload was 
maintained for 5 s, after which the measurement started. 
In friction measurements, this normal load was maintained 
during the entire measurement. In adhesion measurements, 
the pull-off speed was 100 µm/s. In friction measurements, 
the sliding speed was 500 µm/s and the travel distance was 
3 mm.

Per substrate (glass or PDMS), adhesion and friction were 
measured on each of the three types of fabricated adhesives, 
B0, B1 and B2, as well as unpatterned adhesives UNP. Two 
copies of each type of adhesive were used, each tested five 
times (resulting in a total of ten repetitions for each type 
of adhesive), in a randomized order. In each measurement, 
adhesion and friction were measured successively, where 
the order (adhesion-friction or friction-adhesion) was rand-
omized. Before each measurement, the sample was cleaned 
with Scotch tape. The spherical probe was cleaned every 20 
measurements with Scotch tape.

We also did a durability test, consisting of 99 successive 
friction measurements on glass. One sample of each type 
of adhesive was used in this so-called cycle measurements, 
using the same loads, sliding speed, and travel distance as 
in the friction measurements described above. The displace-
ment data of every third measurement were recorded and 
used in further analysis.

2.2.3  Data analysis

Displacement data were analyzed in MATLAB R2018b. 
Displacement data were filtered and converted into forces 
using the obtained calibration data. From the obtained 
force–time plots, the maximum adhesive force and the static 
friction peak were acquired. These forces were divided by 
the effective area of each adhesive type (56.25  mm2 for UNP, 
and 28.27  mm2 for micropillar adhesives [i.e., B0, B1, B2]) 
to convert them into stresses. The resulted adhesion and fric-
tion stresses were used as measures of adhesion and friction 
performance, respectively.

Adhesion and friction stresses were compared between 
the different types of adhesives using a multiway analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) to test the effects of adhesive type 
and substrate type on the generated adhesion and friction 
performance. An alpha level of 0.001 was used for all sta-
tistical comparisons.

3  Results

3.1  Fabrication of adhesives

Table 1 shows the micropillar thickness and Fig. 2 shows 
representative SEM and optical microscopy images of the 
three micropillar adhesives.

Figure 3 shows that the number of bridges which single 
micropillars were connected to varied between zero and four. 
In B1, micropillars with different number of bridges were 
more or less equally present, whereas in B2, most micropil-
lars had two bridges connected to them.

3.2  Friction and adhesion measurements

3.2.1  Friction on glass and PDMS

Table 2 and Fig. 4 show the friction and adhesion stresses 
of the four types of adhesives (UNP, B0, B1, and B2) on 
glass and PDMS substrates. A two-way ANOVA showed 

Table 1  Mean (standard deviation in parentheses) of micropillar 
thickness of the three micropillar adhesives. Coating thickness on 
top of micropillars corresponds to the increase in height, whereas the 
coating thickness at the vertical sides of micropillars is half of the 
diameter increase

Height (μm) Height
increase (μm)

Diameter (μm) Diameter 
increase 
(μm)

B0 55.9 (0.4) – 41.0 (0.6) –
B1 58.6 (0.7) 2.7 42.8 (0.7) 1.8
B2 60.3 (0.9) 4.4 42.3 (0.5) 1.3
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a significant effect of adhesive type (F(3,156) = 5.25, 
p = 0.002) and substrate (F(1,156) = 89.0, p < 0.001). The 
interaction effect between adhesive type and substrate 
was also significant (F(3,156) = 7.51, p < 0.001). Post-hoc 

analysis showed that, on glass substrates, UNP generated 
significantly higher friction than B0 and B1 (p < 0.001), 
whereas the difference between UNP and B2 was not statis-
tically significant. Between the three adhesives with micro-
pillars, no statistically significant differences were found 
in generated friction on glass substrates. Post-hoc analy-
sis also showed that, on PDMS, B2 outperformed B0 and 
UNP (p < 0.001). The difference between the two adhesives 
with bridged micropillars, B1 and B2, was not statistically 
significant. Adhesives with micropillars (B0, B1, and B2) 
generated statistically significantly higher friction forces on 
PDMS than on glass (p < 0.001).

Fig. 2  SEM images (top row) and optical microscopy images (bottom row) of adhesives without bridging (B0; first column), thin bridges (B1; 
second column), and thick bridges (B2; third column). Scale bars of insets are 20 µm
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Fig. 3  Frequency of micropillars with different numbers of bridges 
for B1 (red) and B2 (yellow)

Table 2  Mean (standard deviation in parentheses) of friction and 
adhesion stresses of adhesives without micropillars (UNP), and adhe-
sives with micropillars with no bridges (B0), thin bridges (B1), or 
thick bridges (B2), on glass and PDMS substrates

Friction [kPa] Adhesion [kPa]

Glass PDMS Glass PDMS

UNP 6.07 (1.37) 5.96 (0.75) 3.03 (0.31) 7.03 (0.86)
B0 3.12 (0.49) 5.36 (0.76) 4.52 (0.97) 7.17 (0.74)
B1 3.31 (0.31) 5.96 (0.98) 3.46 (0.67) 5.52 (0.39)
B2 3.52 (0.32) 7.06 (0.75) 2.74 (0.91) 6.36 (0.44)
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3.2.2  Adhesion on glass and PDMS

Figure 5 shows the adhesion stress of the four types of 
adhesives (UNP, B1, B2, and B3) on glass and PDMS 

substrates. A two-way ANOVA showed a significant effect 
of adhesive type (F(3,159) = 20.5, p < 0.001) and sub-
strate (F(1,159) = 284, p < 0.001). An interaction effect 
between adhesive geometry and substrate was not observed 
(F(3,159) = 2.65, p = 0.051). Post-hoc analysis showed that, 
on glass substrates, B0 generated statistically significantly 
higher adhesive stresses than B1, B2, and UNP (p < 0.001). 
On PDMS, adhesives with non-bridged micropillars (B0) 
generated significantly higher adhesion stress than both 
adhesives with bridged micropillars (B1 and B2) (p < 0.001). 
All adhesive types generated significantly higher adhesive 
stresses on PDMS than on glass (p < 0.001).

3.3  Durability of friction

Figure 6 shows the generated peak friction forces of adhe-
sives subjected to 99 subsequent friction force measurements 
on glass. The decrease of friction was the strongest dur-
ing the first 3–10 cycles for all three adhesive types. In B2, 
friction properties were better preserved than in B0 (fitting 
slope − 0.002 vs. − 0.012, respectively) and B1 (fitting slope 
− 0.010).
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4  Discussion

4.1  Fabrication

We showed that a relatively simple fabrication method can 
be used to introduce bridges in micropillar arrays, acting as 
lateral reinforcements. A higher concentration of PDMS in 
the spin-coated solution led to thicker bridges. The forma-
tion of bridges is dominated by the competition between 
capillary force, similar for 5% and 10% concentrations of 
PDMS in TBA, and structural cohesive force of the liquid 
bridge, increasing with increasing PDMS concentration in 
TBA [27]. We assume that, due to spin-coating, the polymer 
solution forms a film on the micropattern, and that, addition-
ally, due to excess of polymer solution, microscale droplets 
are present as menisci in between neighboring micropil-
lars. The relatively high-cohesive bridging microdroplets 
obtained from spin-coating with 10% PDMS solution are 
larger compared to microdroplets obtained from spin-coating 
with 5% DMS solution, leading to, respectively, thicker (B2) 
and thinner (B1) bridges after curing. Furthermore, micro-
droplets from a 10% PDMS solution are presumably large 
enough to form two bridging microdroplets connected to a 
single micropillar, whereas microdroplets formed after spin-
coating a 5% PDMS solution are mostly only large enough 
to form a single bridge in between neighboring micropillars. 
Consequently, the distribution of bridges (Fig. 3) is mostly 
clusters of two in B2 adhesives around a single micropillar, 
and one by one in B1 adhesives, with a random orientation. 
The observation that, with higher PDMS concentrations, a 
thicker coating is present on the top and sides of micropil-
lars can be explained by a mechanism shown by Roy et al. 
who found that, when spin-coating a polymer film such as 
PDMS on patterned surfaces, the thickness of the polymer 
film increases with increasing polymer concentration [28].

4.2  Friction measurements

Results of friction measurements showed that, for micropil-
lar adhesives B0, B1, and B2, significantly higher friction 
stresses were generated on PDMS than on glass substrates. 
The increased friction stresses on PDMS compared to glass 
substrates are partially because of substrate effects. Deform-
ability of the PDMS substrate might introduce indentation of 
micropillars into the substrate, leading to interlocking [23]. 
Also, elastic deformations of the substrate under applied 
normal and lateral loads during shearing might lead to an 
enhanced adhesive contribution to friction, a mechanism that 
is not present on rigid glass substrates [22].

When assessing friction on each substrate, an effect of 
bridging is visible on PDMS, with friction stresses gen-
erated by adhesives with thick bridges (B2) being higher 

compared to adhesives without bridges (B0). It is likely that 
the increased lateral stiffness of adhesives with micropillars 
as a result of bridging has a positive effect on interlocking 
on PDMS. On glass substrates, interlocking is not present, 
so this effect of bridging on interlocking is not observed.

Another effect of bridging is that collapsing of pillars is 
prevented, with preservation of contact as a result, render-
ing an advantage of bridged pillars (B2) over non-bridged 
pillars (B0) on PDMS substrates. We used force–time data 
of friction measurements to assess the transition from 
static friction, corresponding to region s in the force–time 
plot from Fig. 7, to dynamic friction (region d). Table 3 
shows the average duration of the static friction regime 
s for B0, B1, and B2 on glass and PDMS substrates. On 
glass, we found no statistically significant differences in 
the length of s for adhesives with micropillars with or 
without bridging. Region s was significantly longer for 
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Fig. 7  Force–time plot of the tenth repetition of a micropillar adhe-
sive with thick bridges (B2) on a PDMS substrate. At (1), the adhe-
sive is normally loaded, resulting in a lateral load due to crosstalk of 
the setup. At (2), lateral loading starts. At (3), the peak static friction 
force has been reached, and the adhesive starts sliding. At (4), lateral 
loading stops, sliding ends, and friction forces drop. The timeframe 
between (2) and (3), annotated with s in the figure, corresponds to the 
static friction region, and the timeframe d between (3) and (4) is the 
dynamic friction region

Table 3  Mean (standard 
deviation in parentheses) of 
the transition time (in seconds) 
from static to dynamic friction 
for the three micropillar 
adhesives B0, B1, and B2, on 
glass and PDMS substrates

Glass PDMS

B0 0.23 (0.07) 0.60 (0.07)
B1 0.21 (0.02) 0.63 (0.15)
B2 0.20 (0.01) 0.75 (0.13)
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PDMS than for glass (F(2,58) = 359, p < 0.001), illustrat-
ing that deformation of the substrate plays an important 
role in preservation of the contact. The length of the static 
friction region was not statistically significantly different 
between B1 and B2 on PDMS.

The effect of bridging on friction stresses being smaller 
on glass than on PDMS substrates might be caused by 
mechanical coupling between neighboring pillars on glass, 
which reduces contact splitting effects such as defect con-
trol and inhibition of crack growth. On deformable sub-
strates, such as PDMS, this coupling between neighboring 
pillars does not necessarily lead to additional loss of con-
tact, as the substrate might conform to the buckling pillars, 
resulting in preservation of contact between substrate and 
micropillars.

4.3  Adhesion measurements

The adhesive stresses we measured for micropillars with-
out bridging on glass substrates (in the order of 4.5 kPa) 
were in same order as similar adhesives tested in literature 
[14, 29, 30]. In contrast to previous work which has shown 
hard core-soft shell structures are beneficial for adhesion 
[18–20, 23], our B1 and B2 adhesives exhibited similar 
to or lower adhesion stresses than B0, both on glass and 
PDMS substrates. This is not surprising, as B1 and B2 did 
not only had a hard core and a soft shell but also bridges. 
The main effect of bridging is the prevention of buckling, 
which hardly plays a role in adhesion experiments under 
the (pre)loads we applied. On glass substrates, bridging 
of micropillars might even be disadvantageous, as effects 
of contact splitting such as defect control and inhibition 
of crack growth are reduced by bridging. Mechanical cou-
pling of micropillars by bridging presumably introduces 
a local load redistribution mechanism once one micropil-
lar detaches, resulting in locally high peak stresses, and 
consequent fast defect growth. This mechanical coupling 
increases further with increasing bridge thickness, result-
ing in even lower generated adhesive stresses with adhe-
sives consisting of micropillars with thick bridges (B2). 
On PDMS substrates, coupling of detachment between 
neighboring micropillars takes place due to deformation 
of the substrate under local peak stresses as described by 
Cheung et al. [32], even for non-bridges micropillars.

4.4  Durability tests

Thick bridges between micropillars led to higher durabil-
ity compared to non-bridged adhesives or adhesives with 
thin bridges. Under shear loading of micropillar adhesives, 
elastic forces of bridges under compressing and stretching 

of bridges keep connected pillars up straight. Optical 
microscopic images of the samples showed that bridges 
were still present after the durability test and no perma-
nent collapsed pillars were visible. When collapsed, pillars 
adhere to neighboring pillars, resulting in irreversible col-
lapsing [10]. In the presence of bridges between micropil-
lars, it is possible that bridges are elastically stretched and 
compressed, resulting in recovery forces on pillars as long 
as they are collapsed. This assumption is supported by the 
fact that, in the adhesion and friction measurements, where 
individual adhesives were measured five times, with at 
least 10 min in between measurements, no history effect 
was visible.

4.5  Limitations and future work

A limitation of our work is that we fabricated bridges with 
only two different shapes. It would be useful to include more 
concentrations of PDMS solution for explaining the effect 
of bridge structures on the adhesion and friction properties 
of micropillar adhesives. However, precisely controlling the 
formation of bridge structures between micropillars remains 
a challenge. Spin coating on a topographically patterned 
substrate is affected by various factors and their combina-
tions, such as solvent properties (e.g., evaporation speed, 
wettability), concentration and volume of the dispensed pol-
ymer solution, and spin speed and duration. In addition, the 
structural characteristics of patterned micropillars, namely 
diameter and height of micropillars and gaps between micro-
pillars, also influence the coating process and resultant struc-
tures. Due to this complexity, we have not been able to cre-
ate samples series in which only one parameter (e.g., the 
bridge thickness) differs, while the rest (e.g., bridge shape) 
remains the same. Instead, we opted for two distinct types of 
bridge structures, that is, one with thinner bridges suspended 
between micropillars and another with thicker bridges fill-
ing the gaps. In future work, it is undoubtedly meaningful 
to investigate the precise formation mechanism of bridge 
structures, such as concentration dependence. If future work 
led to a thorough understanding on the relation between the 
settings of the spin-coating procedure and obtained bridge 
properties, the presented fabrication method could be a val-
uable addition to the currently available microfabrication 
toolbox [33]. Combining bridges with mushroom-shaped 
and spatula-shaped micropillar tips could be considered as 
well, for enhancing friction in particular.
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5  Conclusion

We fabricated composite soft micropillars with a stiff core, 
and introduced bridges between neighboring micropillars 
using spin-coating. By varying the concentration of PDMS 
in the spin-coated polymer solution, the geometry of the 
bridges, including their thickness and number density, could 
be varied. Friction measurements showed that bridging of 
micropillars has a positive effect on generated friction, pre-
sumably due to an increase in lateral stiffness and prevention 
of buckling, especially when attaching to deformable sub-
strates. We also showed that in the presence of thick bridges 
between micropillars, the durability of friction properties of 
adhesives with micropillars is improved compared to adhe-
sives with non-bridged micropillars.
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